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Typing Test
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Explanation of the Typing Test
The Typing Test (TYPING-AT 06) is designed to evaluate a person’s capacity to type a text with precision
and speed within a timed period. It permits a fair estimate of a person’s capacity to seize a great number of
data without any errors. The report presents various results with regards to the typing capacity, such as the
number of errors, the percentage of precision as well as the number of characters and words typed per hour.

Results obtained
00:00

Duration of test in minutes:
Total number of words typed:

0

Total number of errors:

0
0%

Accuracy percentage:

Gross typing speed:

Words / minute

Characters / hour

0

0

0

0

The gross typing speed corresponds to the number of words typed per
minute without taking errors into account. Is also shown as the number of
characters typed per hour.

Net typing speed :
The net typing speed corresponds to the number of words correctly typed
per minute. Is also shown as the number of characters typed per hour.

INFORMATION RELATING TO THE TYPES OF ERRORS:
Number of missing words:

0

Number of extra words:

0

Number of linked words (space missing to seperate two words):

0

Number of seperated words (space seperating a word in two):

0

Number of spelling mistakes:

0

Number of inversion errors (words typed in the wrong order):

0

Other types of errors:

0

(Included in this category are errors related to redundant or extra characters that can affect
the correction : double spaces, spaces before or after an apostrophe, etc.)

